Line-Ups

Members of the class Lines-Up according to a specific criteria:

**Line-Up Suggestions**

- Flow Charts
- Steps in a Process
- Time Lines
- Story Events
- Sequence
- Parts-to-Whole
- Rank, Rate, or Grade
- Estimate

- Predict or Forecast
- Prioritize
- Outline
- Classification Systems
- Procedures
- Numerical/ABC Order
- Sentences & Equations
- Compare & Contrast

**Line-Ups** work effectively at the:

- **beginning** of a lesson as anticipatory set to get all the students engaged in the lesson and to determine students prior knowledge.

- **middle** of a lesson to assess students current understanding and to make prediction about future steps.

- **end** of a lesson to review course and content materials and to determine the level of mastery in preparation for the final.